Join us today in our drive to play for Conference Championships and on a bigger stage, a National Championship! Become a “Top 100” contributor and an elite member of “The Golden Helmet Alliance”

Our goal is to establish ownership of 100 helmets. We are asking you to make a three year commitment of $1,000 a year. You can pledge this individually or take on a team concept up to four team member’s to get to your $1,000 pledge. Our campaign is to achieve a “Top 100” elite group. When we reach our goal of 100 helmets we will have raised $100,000 a year and $300,000 over three years. Our scholarship base must increase to maintain our “Tradition of Excellence” in the PSAC and to raise the bar for the Huskies on a national level!

For details or questions, call us at 570-389-4359 or email at:

tpajic@bloomu.edu • chenicle@bloomu.edu• pdarragh@bloomu.edu • dhale@bloomu.edu

Gold Helmet Donors

1. Tom ‘91 and Julie Pajic
2. Tony Zarzaca ‘94
3. Vinny Mennella ‘91
4. Brian Sims ‘01
5. Joe Dowd ‘85
6. Dick Klingerman ‘86
7. Julie Klingerman ‘87
8. Steph Pettit ‘88
9. Mike Glovas ‘86
10. John S. Devlin III
11. Laure Devlin
12. Gerry Frey ‘71
13. Dan Klingerman ‘87
14. Jahri Evans ‘07
15. Rob Grow ‘91
16. Joe Rigano ‘91
17. Larry Beilis ‘91
18. Chet Henicle ‘96
20. Ed and Mary Henicle
21. Craig Unger ‘81
22. Tyson Hale ‘04
23. Michael and Jennifer Rush
24. Marlin Cromley
25. Bob Lynn ‘78
26. Chris and Tina Howell
27. Jack ‘66 and Kathy ‘68
28. Mulka
29. Tom Martin ‘87
30. Gerry Powers
31. Jim Cole
32. Ron Morgan
33. John Scrimgeour
34. Robert Dunkelberger ‘05 H
35. and Andrea Schwartz
36. Tom Martucci
37. Kevin Swisher
38. Tim McConnell
39. Brian McKenna ‘93
40. Paul Darragh
41. Cora Darragh
42. Margaret Darragh